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Introduction
Michael Maier was one of the few Renaissance alchemists who actually
revealed genuine spiritual cultivation teachings in his writings.
When you examine the alchemical works of various other alchemical
authors, for a large majority of these works it’s quite doubtful whether
their contents even reflect any true spiritual teachings or any stage of
true spiritual accomplishment at all. In fact, many alchemy texts can be
labeled as just useless flights of fancy which don’t correspond to any
real ranks of spiritual progress. Some are just nonsense - pure spiritual
fiction.
Michael Maier’s work Atalanta Fugiens (1617) is a definite exception to
this trend, as it contains proven cultivation (meditation or spiritual
training) teachings that match perfectly with those commonly found in
Eastern cultivation schools.
The Atalanta Fugiens reveals many of the basic cultivation teachings of
the East (found in Hinduism, yoga, Buddhism, Esoteric Buddhism, Zen,
Tantra and Taoism), and itself proves that the same Eastern teachings
have been independently rediscovered in the West … or were
somehow passed to the West and incorporated into its various mystery
schools.
Because my personal goal has always been to prove the nondenominationality of the spiritual path and its common stages of
spiritual accomplishment -- including the non-denominational teachings
one must follow to achieve genuine spiritual progress -- I once asked
Master Nan Huai-Chin to please interpret the prints of Michael Maier in
order to glean from them their true cultivation content, if any.
I asked this of Master Nan because he is widely recognized as an
enlightened master by several traditions, which is rare indeed. These
include the schools of Zen, Esoteric Buddhism, Taoism and
Confucianism. If anyone could provide an authoritative commentary on
the Atalanta Fugiens, surely he would know the meaning of this work if
anyone would. As the Source Mirror states, an enlightened master can
readily interpret and comment on most any genuine spiritual text. So
while others would stare at some of these pictures trying to glean their
meaning, in our conversations he was immediately able to tell what
each picture was talking about with just one glance in conjunction with
hearing the text.
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Here’s what we know about the author of the alchemical work we will
discuss, Michael Maier.
Educated as a physician, Michael Maier was born at Rendsburg,
Germany in 1568. He was educated at the University of Rostock in
1587, and later received his doctorate of medicine at Basel. He served
as physician to Emperor Rudolf II in Prague, and traveled extensively
on diplomatic missions, making contacts with influential people
interested in alchemy and Rosicrucianism.
One of his friends was the Rosicrucian, Robert Fludd of Britain. Both
Fludd and Maier used the same publishing house (DeBry) and same
engraver and equally wished the spiritual revitalization of science and
medicine.
A classical scholar and writer, Maier was the author of numerous
alchemical and Rosicrucian works, many illustrated with symbolic
engravings of great beauty. These include Arcana Arcanissima (1614),
Lusus Serius (1616), De Circulo Physico Quadrato (1616), Atalanta
Fugiens (1617), Examen Fucorum Pseudo-Chymicum (1617), Jocus
Severus (1617), Silentium Post Clamores (1617), Symbola Aurea
Mensae Duodecim Nationum (1617), Themis Aurea (1618), Tripus
Aureus (1618), Viatorum (1618), Tractatus de Volucri Arborea (1619),
Verum Inventum (1619), Septimana Philosophica (1620), Civitas
Corporis Humani (1621), Cantilenae Intellectuales de Phoenice
Redivivo (1622), Ulysses (posth., 1624) and Subtilis Allegoria super
Secreta Chymiae (posth., 1749).
Maier's most celebrated work is Atalanta Fugiens, which is the one we
will be studying. It was first published in Latin and contains 50
engravings called “emblems,” which you’ll see reproduced in this free
ebook. This ebook was produced to accompany a set of audio tapes
I’ve recorded (available at http://www.meditationexpert.com/) that
contain extensive discussions on the meanings of the emblems as well
as related spiritual teachings that correspond to the emblems.
Through these audio lessons you’ll not only learn the meaning of the
emblems, but also basic cultivation teachings that would take years to
learn. It’s quite interesting to learn the basic teachings of yoga,
Buddhism, Taoism or the Esoteric school by looking at pictures made
by a Western medieval alchemist who, as evidenced by his pictures,
had definitely attained some degree of spiritual accomplishment.
Now let’s get to the symbols themselves, which you can see in this
ebook.
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Each individual emblem in the Atalanta Fugiens has a verse and
epigram associated with it. In this book, sometimes two different
translations of the verse are given. Each emblem is also accompanied
by a short discourse on its symbolism that contains classical
mythological allusions.
While the meaning of these verses and their longer stanzas has
stumped people for centuries, the meaning becomes perfectly clear
when one matches the pictures and their verses with standard
cultivation teachings. Hence, the information provided in these audio
tapes will clear up many misconceptions on alchemy and spiritual
transformation that have been around for centuries.
To give an example of the interpretation of the pictures, go now to see
the first emblem which shows a bearded man composed of wind. The
man is carrying a fetus, or gestating child, within his belly.
According to Zen Master Nan Huai Chin, the image is a symbol of the
fact that devoted meditation or spiritual practice cultivates the chi (also
known as qi, prana, wind element or vital energy) of our physical body,
and because of this cultivation our physical body can experience a
rebirth or renewal. That’s one of the meanings of the baby, but there’s a
second one as well.
Our physical body, as it transforms due to the purifying practices of
spiritual cultivation (meditation), can also develop an inner chi body that
in time can leave our physical shell and travel the universe at will. This
capability of the body is based on its chi, or life energies, and the
interplay of those energies with consciousness. You can find out more
about these things in How to Measure and Deepen Your Spiritual
Realization.
The big thing to remember is that we can cultivate our life force and its
capabilities, and most spiritual traditions agree on this fact.
Unfortunately, the accomplishment of this feat is usually only achieved
by devoted spiritual cultivators -- call them what you want … adepts,
initiates, prophets, gurus, masters, saints, immortals, sages or
whatever. This chi body is also what Western mysticism commonly
refers to as an astral body, though there are many types of chi bodies
with varying capabilities that are dependent upon someone’s level of
spiritual cultivation.
At the earliest stages of spiritual practice, this chi body is invisible
whenever its owner projects it, and Taoism calls it a “yin shen” because
of its invisibility. At a much higher stage of spiritual cultivation, the “yin
shen” is able to assume a visible, palpable, tangible form you can
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actually touch or feel, and thereupon becomes known as a “yang shen
projection body,” or “yang shen emanation body.”
This “yang shen” emanation body refers to the “double” often seen of
Eastern spiritual saints, or the bilocution paranormal phenomenon
catalogued by Roman Catholicism. So whether this chi body is visible
or not determines whether it is a “yin shen” or “yang shen.” There are
even varying levels, or degrees of accomplishment, for yin shen and
yang shen attainments, such as whether a yang shen can transport
physical objects from one place to another and places where they can
or cannot travel.
To succeed in spiritually cultivating the yin shen or yang shen, which
requires three years of devoted meditation practice according to
Taoism, involves cultivating one’s chi, prana or vital energies by resting
the mind from thoughts and abiding in “mental emptiness without
clinging.” This is why we see the symbolism of the wind in this first
emblem. The wind simply refers to the cultivation of chi, which is known
by all sorts of etheric names in various spiritual traditions.
Remember that cultivating your chi is the most rudimentary stage of
spiritual progress. Afterwards comes the cultivation of shen, or “spirit,”
whereas cultivation of chi refers to cultivation of the “soul” and coarse
consciousness. The cultivation of chi, or the “wind element” of the body,
is the grossest physical-spiritual essence one cultivates at the very
lowest stages of the spiritual path.
When cultivating your chi you are usually cultivating your chi channels,
chakras and cleansing your mind of mental pollutants. There is a
definite series of requirements and general sequence to the
transformations that occur from this process; if you cultivate them
correctly then you will achieve this kung-fu and if you don’t cultivate
meditation correctly then you won’t. It’s as simple as that.
Regardless of your spiritual tradition, the very earliest stages of the
spiritual path always involve purifying the body and cultivating your chi,
or life force, through one form of spiritual exercise or another, most of
which involve one-pointed concentration or the emptying of thoughts.
Whether you involve yourself with concentrating on a religious figure to
achieve one-pointedness, listening to mantras or prayers (japa
practice) to tire the mind, watching your mind dispassionately so that
your thoughts naturally subside, or using other cultivation methods,
they all involve quieting, pacifying, stilling or emptying the mind of
excessive wandering thoughts and discursive thinking.
You can use all sorts of meditation methods to accomplish this, but
they all rely on the practice of cessation-contemplation (watching
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thoughts until they subside) in one form or another, if you practice
correctly and according to the correct meditation principles.
If you practice your spiritual exercises incorrectly - no matter what your
tradition - then all your meditation work and other forms of religious
practice will basically be in vain. In that case, they’ll only amount to a
little bit of merit-making and of course, if you don’t engage in any sort of
advanced spiritual practice that involves the principles of meditation,
then you will not attain any higher states of spiritual development,
despite what religious authorities (without kung-fu) may promise you.
That’s what’s called a “wasted life” if you are truly inclined to make
spiritual progress.
Now anyone can develop the yin shen attainment if they cultivate
correctly. It’s a common capability of the human body, and privy to no
single tradition, race, sex or any sort of denomination whatever. To do
so, however, requires proper meditation practice (along the lines
usually provided by most spiritual traditions, when interpreted correctly)
and the discipline of non-leakage, which means not losing one’s sexual
energies.
You can find more information on the website
(http://www.meditationexpert.com/articles.html) that discusses this topic
in depth. Basically your seminal or generative energies, called jing,
must transform into chi but if you let them keep leaking away, you
cannot transform your sexual energies into the spiritual energies
required for the spiritual path. They’re required for opening up your chi
channels and for the formation of your inner chi body, among other
things.
Taoism describes this cultivation process in detail, including the stages
of “laying the foundation,” “pregnancy” and “suckling the baby” that
correspond to generating a yang shen emanation body from beginning
to end. In Tibetan Buddhism, this is the generation of a coarse and then
purified illusory body. In Buddhism this involves “cultivation of the five
elements” …
This is the sort of short synopsis revealed in the audio tapes for
Atalanta Fugiens, though the audios contain much more information. In
the audio set, each of the fifty emblems is discussed in turn using an
interpretation that was supplied by Master Nan and supplemented with
extra commentary to make things more clear.
Basically, the printed emblem images of the Atalanta Fugiens are some
of the most useful alchemical images found anywhere as they retell of
the principles, story, stages and practices of spiritual cultivation, though
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in no particular sequential order. They retell the same transformative
lessons taught by yoga, Taoism, Buddhism and Tantra (Esoteric
Buddhism) for anyone on the spiritual path of true cultivation practice.
With this book you’ve now got them in front of you for free and if you
know enough about spiritual cultivation, you’ll be able to interpret quite
a few of them correctly. Why not try it and see how many you can get
right according to the teachings of dependable cultivation schools? Go
ahead … it’s fun! If you’ve read How to Measure and Deepen Your
Spiritual Realization, Tao and Longevity, or The Insider’s Guide to the
World’s Best and Worst Spiritual Paths and Practices, then some of
these stages will become immediately apparent.
The emblems of the Atalanta Fugiens are widely known to students of
alchemy, but their interpretations along the lines we’ve just discussed
are practically unknown. Check the literature and you won’t find
anything like these audio lessons. Nevertheless if you are a Christian
and cultivate correctly, as did Padre Pio, you will pass through the very
same stages and attain the very same states of kung-fu
accomplishments as shown in these emblems.
If you are Jewish and cultivate correctly, as have many Kabbalists, you
will also attain the same states of spiritual kung-fu.
If you are a Moslem and cultivate correctly, you will experience these
same states of attainment yourself.
And so on it goes…spiritual progress is non-denominational, no one
holds a patent on the process, no one tradition holds a monopoly, no
one group is “saved” or “liberated” or “chosen.’ You choose yourself,
and you either succeed in cultivation due to your own efforts, or just let
the winds of karma and reincarnation keep controlling you according to
a perfect cause-and-effect process.
Hence, you have to wipe away the thought that only your religious path
is the correct one in the world. In fact, your own path might even be
deficient. Anyone can succeed at cultivation if they meditate correctly,
so no matter what religion, school, or sect you follow, you can use
Michael Maier’s symbols to help guide you through the bottom rung,
rudimentary and middle level teachings of the cultivation process.
From these emblems you’ll see that even Western alchemy has
discovered the very same spiritual processes that have been
catalogued in the East and for good reason--because it’s human being
science. It’s because they do exist and because the highest calling of a
human being is to cultivate so as to realize one’s original nature, and
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through that process you will naturally achieve these phenomena and
stages without effort.
This workbook and associated set of audio lessons is the first reliable
study of alchemical emblems along the lines of Buddhism, Taoism, and
other Eastern cultivation schools ever compiled. You won’t find these
materials elsewhere. Once again, the teachings come from the highly
accomplished Zen, Taoist and Esoteric master Nan Huai-Chin -- author
of Tao and Longevity and some thirty other Chinese works -- rather
than from a scholar with just intellectual understanding.
Scholars are rarely good guides to cultivation texts because being
dependent on intellectualization as a career, they hardly ever achieve
any stage of spiritual realization or even low stage kung-fu themselves.
Intellectualization and dependence on coarse discriminative thinking
are the very antithesis of the path. They are the very opposite of the
genuine stages of spiritual cultivation which involve wordless knowing.
As admirable and honorable as they may be for their studies and
understanding, scholars and intellectuals have often destroyed an
understanding of the true cultivation contents of many traditions,
interjecting strange ideas where there were no such original intentions.
Chu Hsi, for instance, destroyed the cultivation content of Confucianism
due to his intellectual interpretations of Confucius. Various preachers,
pastors and theologians - without any spiritual attainments whatsoever- have invented strange interpretations to shape Christian dogma that
have gone on to influence politics for the worse. Talmud scholars have
wasted lives studying laws and creating interpretations that have
deviated farther and farther from teaching the true path of spiritual
cultivation. Buddhism and Taoism have been destroyed by scholars
arguing over the meaning of this or that rather than spending their time
cultivating to reach the higher spiritual states championed by their
saints.
And once again, so on it goes as you need merit and wisdom to
spiritually cultivate correctly …
Despite all this, a purity of non-denominational transformation
teachings and sequences of spiritual cultivation are surprisingly
revealed through the pictures in Michael Maier’s Atalanta Fugiens, but
few people know of these secrets. Having seen them, I felt this was a
rare chance to once again prove the commonality of true spiritual
training teachings across traditions. It’s the same old common set of
principles and teachings, but simply passed around in a different bottle.
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In other words, Yes, you can find the basic cultivation teachings of
yoga, Buddhism, Taoism or the Esoteric school in Western Alchemy,
too.
This set of audio lessons on Atalanta Fugiens is a truly unique
combination that will once again illustrate the universality of cultivation
principles and reveal how the Eastern cultivation teachings were
represented in Western cultivation schools. It is rare to find a legitimate
interpretation of alchemical prints that matches Eastern cultivation
teachings with Western teachings, and I have tried to match these two
streams -- using alchemy as the meeting ground -- as I did previously in
Socrates and the Path to Enlightenment. Here East meets West but
in spiritual alchemy rather than in the spiritual enlightenment teachings
of Socrates, who was a Zen master in disguise.
The information in my audio course should prove of immense value and
interest to spiritual cultivation practitioners, advanced meditators,
students of internal yoga spiritual disciplines, Jungian analysts and
psychotherapists, as well as scholars of comparative religion and
medieval/renaissance intellectual history.
If you have been seeking an authoritative interpretation of secret
alchemical texts, this series of lessons will prove very useful because
you cannot find this information anywhere else.
Here, now, are the 50 emblems of the Atalanta Fugiens. Go ahead and
read the verses accompanying each emblem and try to figure out what
cultivation teaching or stage of cultivation they’re referring to. If you are
stumped, for a detailed interpretation of their meanings you can order
the audio course which explains matters using insights from Buddhism,
Taoism, yoga and the Esoteric schools according to an enlightened
master, and which is available at http://www.meditationexpert.com/.
This is really a chance to shed light on the real meaning of Western
alchemy texts and to show that they speak of the same process of
cultivation and stages of spiritual transformation, as they should if it
represents a genuine tradition.
Enjoy now the 50 emblems of the Atalanta Fugiens, reprinted through
the courtesy of Nicholas-Hays publishers:
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Emblem 1
The wind carried him in its belly.
When the unborn child, which lies hidden in the womb of the
North wind,
One day will rise to the light, alive,
He alone will be able to surpass all deeds of heroism
With his art, his hand, bodily strength and spirit,
Let him not be born for you like a Coeso, and not as a useless
abortion,
Not as an Agrippa, but under a lucky star.

Emblem 2
His nurse is the earth.
Romulus is said to have been nursed at the coarse udders of a wolf,
But Jupiter to have been nursed by a goat, and these facts are said
to be believed:
Should we then wonder if we assert
That the earth suckles the tender Child of the Philosophers with its
milk?
If an insignificant animal nursed such great heroes,
Shall he not be great, who has the Terrestrial Globe as a nurse.

Emblem 3
Go to the woman who washes the sheets and do as she does.
Let not he who loves scrutinizing secret dogmas
Neglect to take as an example everything that can help him;
Don’t you see how a woman is accustomed to cleaning dirty
laundry by pouring hot water over it?
Follow her example, so that you will not fail in your art,
For the water washes the precipitation of the black body away.

Emblem 4
Join brother and sister, and hand them the cup with the love potion.
The human race would not be so numerous now in the world,
If not, as first wife, the sister had been given to the brother,
So join two descendants of one pair of parents with confidence,
That they may live in marriage as husband and wife,
Drink to each of them from the cup with the sweet love potion,
And their love will raise the hope of fruit.
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Emblem 5
Put a toad to the breasts of a woman, that she may feed it, And the
woman may die, and the toad grows big from the milk.
Put a cold toad at the breast of a woman,
So that it may drink from the source of milk like a child.
Let it swell into a large growth,
And let the woman become ill and die.
Make a noble medicine from it,
Which drives the poison out of the human heart and takes away
destruction.

Emblem 6
Sow your gold in the white foliated earth.
The farmers entrust their seed to the fat earth,
After having foliated it with their mattocks.
The philosophers have taught that gold must be scattered over
white fields
Which react like a light leaf.
When you undertake this, pay good attention to it,
For from the wheat you see, as in a mirror, that gold germinates.

Emblem 7
A young bird came into being, flying up from the nest, And fell
back into the nest again.
The eagle had built a nest in a hollow rock,
In which it hid and fed its young:
One of them wanted to rise on its light wings,
But was kept back by its brother, a wingless bird.
That was why the bird, flying up, fell back into the nest, which it
had left;
Connect them, head to tail, and you will succeed.

Emblem 8
Take the egg and pierce it with a fiery sword.
There is a bird in the world, more sublime than all,
Let it be your only care to find its egg.
The albumen softly surrounds the golden yolk,
Attack it cautiously with a fiery sword, (as is the custom);
Let Mars assist Vulcan; the bird arising from it
Will be a conqueror of iron and fire.
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Emblem 9
Lock the tree with the old man in a bedewed house, And, by eating
of the tree’s fruit, the old man becomes young.
Enclose the old man and the tree in a house of dew, and eating of
its fruit he will be made young.
In the garden of Wisdom stands a tree, which produces gold
apples,
You should take this tree, with our old man;
Let them be locked up in a glass house, wet with dew,
And let them stay there together for many days:
Then, o wonder, he will eat his fill from the tree’s fruit,
So that he, who was formerly an old man, becomes young again.

Emblem 10
Give fire to fire, Mercury to Mercury, and it is enough to you.
The entire Machina Mundi, riveted together, depends on this chain,
That everything alike rejoices in the like:
In this way Mercury is connected with Mercury and fire with fire,
May this be given to you as the ultimate object for your art.
Vulcan sets Hermes in motion, but the winged Hermes
Dissolves you, O Cynthia, but she, your sister, decomposes you o
Appolo.

Emblem 11
Make Latona white and tear up the books.
Whiten Latona and tear up the books.
Everyone knows Latona’s twins,
Who, according to the legend, were children of Jupiter.
Others assert that the twins were a union of the sunlight
And the moon, which has black stains on its face.
Therefore get yourself ready, to make Latona white.
And without delay tear up the unclear books, which harm you.

Emblem 12
The Stone that Saturn vomited up after having devoured it in place
of his son Jupiter, has been placed on the Helicon as a
souvenoir for the mortals.
The Stone that Saturn devoured instead of Jupiter his son, and
vomited up, was placed upon Mount Helicon as a monument
for mortals.
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You want to know the reason why so many poets sing of the
Helicon,
And say that everybody must try to reach the top of it?
At its summit a Stone has been placed as a souvenir,
The Stone that was devoured and spit out by Jupiter’s father in his
stead,
If you take these words at their face value, you are out of your
senses,
For this Stone of Saturn is Chemical.

Emblem 13
The ore of the philosophers is dropsical and wants to be washed
seven times in the river, just as Naaman, the leper, washed in
the Jordan.
The sick ore of the Wise is entirely swollen by dropsy,
And therefore it yearns for the benefiting waters.
Just as Naaman expelled the traces of leprosy in the Jordan,
It is washed by its waters three and four time:
So throw your body into the sweet water
And soon that will bring the strength of health in cases of disease.

Emblem 14
This is the dragon which devours its own tail.
Here is the Dragon that devours his own tail.
An atrocious hunger taught the Polyps to gnaw at their own legs,
And taught men to feed on human flesh.
Now the dragon, while it bites itself in its tail and devours it,
For the most part itself, becomes food for itself.
This dragon will have to be conquered, by the sword, hunger and
imprisonment,
Till it devours itself and spits itself out, kills itself and generates
itself again.

Emblem 15
Let the work of the potter, consisting of the dry and wet, teach you.
Let the work of the potter, which consists in [combining] dry and
wet, teach thee.
Look how the potter forms his vessels on the swift wheel,
Whilst with his foot he mixes the clay with the water;
He always relies on two things,
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So that by his dexterity the liquid quenches the thirst of the dry
substances.
Act in the same way, now wiser by this example.

Emblem 16
The feathers one lion has not, the other has.
The Lion, the conqueror of the quadrupeds, of a powerful
disposition and strong of claws,
Fights without fear and rejects flight,
Let him hold with his paws the winged Lioness, who flees and
wants to take up with her the male lion.
But the latter stands on the ground immovable and keeps her from
flying;
May this picture of Nature show you the way.

Emblem 17
A fourfold fire-ball controls the work.
You who imitate the work of Nature must look for four balls,
In which a bright fire is active.
Let the undermost have reference to Vulcan, but let the second one
show Mercury well,
The third circle spans Luna;
The fourth, yours, Apollo, is also called the fire of Nature:
Let this chain guide your hands in art.

Emblem 18
The fire likes making things fiery, but not, like the gold, making
gold.
Fire loves to ignite, but gold does not love to make gold.
As far as there has been an active principle in nature,
It spreads its forces around and wants to multiply them.
In this way fire makes everything it meets fiery,
And there is nothing that produces a noble work without cause.
By itself gold makes nothing fiery, neither does fire make gold,
Each thing discerns the seed which it carries in itself.
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Emblem 19
If you kill one of the four, everybody will be dead immediately.
If thou killest one of four, all at once will die.
Twice two brothers are standing in a long row,
One of whom holds a lump of earth in his hand and a second one
carrier water;
The share of the others is air and fire,
If you want them to perish, kill only one of them;
And all will be extirpated by the murder of their relative,
Because mutual bonds of nature unite them.

Emblem 20
Nature teaches nature, in order to fight the fire.
Nature teaches Nature to vanquish fire.
The all-devouring flame pushed fiercely forward like a Dragon,
In order to destroy the exceptional beauty of the virgin;
And after that she, all in tears, was accidentally seen by a man,
The latter was ready to help her.
Protecting her immediately with his shield he turned on the enemy,
And taught her to despise such great threats with fortitude.

Emblem 21
Make a circle out of a man and a woman, out of this a square, out
of this a triangle, Make a circle and you will have the
Philosopher’s Stone.
Make from the male and female a circle, then a square, afterwards
a triangle, from which make a circle, and thou shalt have the
Philosopher’s Stone.
Make a circle out of a man and a woman,
From which a quadrangular body arises with equal sides,
Derive from it a triangle, which is in contact on all sides with a
round sphere:
Then the Stone will have come into existence.
If such a great thing is not immediately clear in your mind
Then know, that you will understand everything, if you understand
the theory of Geometry.
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Emblem 22
When you have obtained the white lead, then do women’s work,
that is to say: COOK.
Whosoever wants to achieve much with little trouble,
Should throw snow in Saturn’s black face:
And the whitest material of lead will fall to you,
After which only women’s work remains.
The you should cook, like a woman, who puts her pans on the fire,
But take care that the Truta dissolves in its own fluid.

Emblem 23
It rains gold, while Pallas is born in Rhodes and while Sol cohabits
with Venus.
Gold rains down, while Pallas is born in Rhodes and Sol lies with
Venus.
It is a wonderful story—as Greece makes us believe—
Which is celebrated by the inhabitants of Rhodes.
They say that a gold rain descended from the clouds,
When Sol was united in love with the Cyprian goddess:
May then also, when Pallas breaks out of Jupiter’s head,
The gold descend into the retort destined to it, like a rainshower.

Emblem 24
The wolf devoured the king and after the wolf had been burnt, it
returned the king to life.
The wolf devoured the King and, cremated, restored him to life.
Make sure that you catch the voracious wolf,
By throwing the king’s body before it, that it may satisfy its
voracity with it,
Then throw it on the pile, where Vulcan kindles the fire,
That through this the monster may be reduced to ashes.
Do this time after time, and so the king will rise from death,
And he will be proud of his Lion’s heart.
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Emblem 25
The Dragon does not die, if it is not killed by its brother and sister,
i.e. Sol and Luna.
The Dragon does not die unless it is slain with its brother and
sister, who are Sun and Moon.
It is no insignificant work of art, to kill the Dragon in such a way,
That it does not crawl along the ground, soon revived.
Its own brother and sister together smash its head with a club,
And nothing else can bring it down.
Phoebus is its brother, and Cynthia its sister,
The Python was felled by his hand, Orion by hers.

Emblem 26
The fruit of human wisdom is the Wood of Life.
The fruit of human Wisdom is the Tree of Life.
In human affairs there is no greater wisdom,
Than that from which arise wealth and health.
In her right hand she keeps a long life in good health,
But her left hand conceals overwhelming treasures.
When somebody approaches her with head and hand,
She will be for him of the same value as the fruit of the Tree of
Life.

Emblem 27
He who tries to penetrate into the Philosophical Rose Garden
without a key, resembles a man who wants to walk without
feet.
He who tries to enter the Rose-garden of the Philosophers without
the key is like a man wanting to walk without feet.
The Rosegarden of Wisdom has an abundance of various flowers,
But the gate is always closed with strong bolts;
Only one thing of little value is found in the world which is the key
to it.
Without this key you will walk like somebody without legs.
You will try in vain to climb up to the steep top of the Parnassus,
You, who have hardly sufficient strength to remain standing on flat
ground.
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Emblem 28
The king is bathed, sitting in a steam-bath, And he is freed from
the black bile by Pharut.
The King is bathed, sitting in the Laconian bath, and is freed from
his black bile by Pharut.
King Duenech, shining with the weapons of the Green Lion,
Swollen by bile, was horrible in his behavior,
Thereupon he sends for the physician Pharut,
The latter promises him health and has a steam-bath prepared,
Herein he bathes and bathes again, under the glass arch,
Till, by the wet dew, he is freed from all bile.

Emblem 29
Just as the Salamander, the stone lives in the fire.
As the Salamander lives in the Fire so does the Stone.
The Salamander lives more vigourously in a red-hot fire
Without paying attention to your threats, Vulcan:
In the same way also the Stone, which was born in an ever burning
fire,
Does not shun the merciless glow of the flames.
The Salamander, which is cold in itself, extinguishes the fire and
gets off scot-free,
But the Stone is hot and is further helped by an equal heat.

Emblem 30
The sun needs the moon, like the cock needs the hen.
O, Sun, you do not achieve anything alone, if I am not present with
my forces,
Just as the cock is useless without the help of the hen.
And in my turn I, the moon, want your help,
Just as the cock is desired by the hen.
Foolish is he who would want to free from the bonds those things
From which Nature urgently requires that they are united.
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Emblem 31
The king, swimming in the sea, calling in a loud voice: He who
saves me will get a tremendous reward.
The King swimming in the sea, crying aloud: Whoever saves me
will obtain a great reward.
The king, on whose head the crown pressed heavily,
Swims in the wide sea, and continually calls in a loud voice:
Why do you not come to my rescue? Why do you not all rush
forward,
You whom I can make happy, once I am saved from the waters?
Take me back to my realm, if you are sensible,
And no poverty nor any bodily disease will vex you any more.

Emblem 32
As coral grows under water, and, exposed to the air, gets hard, so
also the stone.
A moist plant, living under the waves of the sea near Sicily,
Multiplied its branches in the tepid water.
That plant is called Coral, and gets harder,
When Boreas sends frost from the cold North.
It becomes stone, with many ramifications and has a red colour:
This is a suitable image for the Stone of Nature.

Emblem 33
The Hermaphrodite, resembling a dead person, lying in the dark,
needs fire.
The Hermaphrodite, who lies in darkness like a corpse, needs fire.
Look, the two-headed Hermaphrodite resembles a dead person.
When his moistness has been taken away from him:
When he hides himself in the dark night, he needs fire.
Give it to him and life will return immediately.
All the power of the stone lies hidden in the fire,
All the power of Sulphur in the gold, the power of Mercury in the
silver.
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Emblem 34
He is received into the bath, and he is born in the sky, But having
become red, he strides over the waters.
Conceived in baths, and born in the air, made truly red, he steps on
the waters.
The bath shines because of the conception of the child, and the sky
because of his birth,
And after that, red, he strides over the waters,
And he becomes white on top of the mountains,
He who continually remains the sole care of scientists.
He is a stone and he is not a stone, and when somebody possesses
this noble gift of heaven,
By a present of God, he will be happy.

Emblem 35
Just as Ceres accustomed Triptolemus and just as Thetis
accustomed Achilles to stay under the fire, so the master
accustomed the stone.
As Ceres, Triptolemus, and Thetis Achilles became accustomed to
linger under the fire, so will the maker of the Stone.
Look how Triptolemus and Achilles, hardened in battle,
Learnt to suffer scorching heat, at the instruction of their mother.
The divine Ceres hardened the one, Thetis the other, in the fire by
night,
While in the day-time she offered her breasts, rich with milk;
Let the beatific medicine of the Wise become accustomed in the
same way,
So that he may enjoy the fire, just as the child the breast.

Emblem 36
The Stone has been thrown onto the earth and lifted onto the
mountains;
It lives in the air and feeds in the rivers, that is, Mercury.
It is said that the Stone is refuse of little value,
And lies accidentally on the roads, so that rich and poor have it
ready to hand.
Others allege that it is to be found on the tops of the mountains,
through the heights of the air,
But others in their turn think that it feeds in the rivers.
This is all true, in its own meaning,
But I advise you to look for such great gifts in mountainous places.
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Emblem 37
Three things are sufficient for mastership; White smoke, that is,
water, the green Lion, that is, the ore of Hermes, and stinking
water.
Three things form the foundation of the mastership
Stinking water, snow-white vapour, and a Lion with a green fur;
Like a mother, the water produces the other elements
And for the wise it is the last and first factor in the making of the
stone.
But the ore of Hermes is the green Lion,
And the stone, known from the chapters of the books, is white
smoke and water.

Emblem 38
Like the Hermaphrodite, the Rebis is born out of two mountains, of
Mercury and Venus.
In Antiquity they called a twofold being Rebis,
Because it is man and woman in one body, the Hermaphrodite.
For it is said that the Hermaphrodite is born on two mountains,
To whom the all-feeding Venus gave birth for Hermes.
Do not despise the bisexual being.
For man as well as woman, who together are one and the same,
will give birth to the King for you.

Emblem 39
Oedipus, having conquered the Sphinx and having killed his father
Laius, married his mother.
By his art, Oedipus made the Sphinx kill herself,
The Sphinx, who was terrifying for the Thebans by enigmatic
language;
It was asked: who has twice two feet in the morning,
In the middle of the day two, and when evening comes three.
After that the conqueror killed his father Laius, who was not
willing to give way,
And married the woman who was his mother.
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Emblem 40
Make one water out of two waters, and it will be the water of
holiness.
There are two sources, spouting a clear, strong stream,
One of them, the source of the Small Boy, has hot water;
The other, which has cold water, is called the Virgin’s Source,
Unite the one with the other, that the two waters may be one:
This stream will possess the forces of each of them, mixed
together,
Just as the source of Jupiter Hammon is hot and cold at the same
time.

Emblem 41
Adonis is killed by a boar, and Venus, rushing up to him, painted
the roses red with her blood.
Adonis is killed by a wild boar. Venus, hastening to help, colours
the roses with Adonis’ blood.
From her own father, Myrha received the beautiful Adonis,
The favourite of Venus, whom a boar killed.
Venus rushed up, and, wounding her foot,
She herself coloured red with her blood the rose, which had been
white at first.
The Goddess weeps—the Syrians weep, and the whole world is
plunged into deep mourning—
And she put Adonis down under the tender lettuce.

Emblem 42
May Nature, Reason, Exercise and Literature be the guide, staff,
spectacles and lamp for him who participates in chemistry.
Nature be your guide: follow her with your art willingly, closely,
You err, if she is not your companion on your own,
Reason be your staff, Exercise may strengthen your sight,
On account of which the things that are far away can be discerned,
Literature be your lamp, shining in the darkness,
In order to guard you against an accumulation of things and words.
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Emblem 43
Listen to the garrulous vulture who does not deceive you at all.
Atalanta listens to the Vulture, which does not speak falsely.
The vulture is standing on the top of a high mountain,
Incessantly calling: It is said that I am white and black,
Yellow and red and I do not lie at all;
The same is the case with the raven, which is accustomed to fly
without wings.
In the dark night and in the clear light of the afternoon,
For the one as well as the other is the main thing of your art.

Emblem 44
Typhon kills Osiris by a ruse, and after that he scatters his limbs
far and wide, but the famous Isis collects them.
Syria has Adonis, Greece has Dionysus,
Egypt has Osiris, who is nobody else but the Sun of Wisdom;
Isis is the sister, wife and mother of Osiris,
Whose limbs are dissected by Typhon, but which she joins
together.
But the phallus was lost, spread over the waves,
For the Sulphur, which produced Sulphur, is missing.

Emblem 45
The Sun and its shadow complete the work.
The Sun, the bright torch of Heaven does not penetrate dense
bodies,
That is why there remains shadow on the parts turned away from
it;
Although the shadow is the most insignificant of all things,
It has been of much use to the Astronomers:
But Sol and its shadow give more gifts to the Philosophers
Because it means the completion of the art of making gold.
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Emblem 46
Two eagles meet, the one from the East, the other from the West.
Jupiter sent a couple of eagles from Delphi,
As is said, to the regions of sunrise and sunset:
While he desires to investigate into the centre of the Earth,
These eagles return simultaneously to Delphi, according to the
legend,
But they are two stones belonging together, which meet in the right
way.
The one from the East, the other from the West.

Emblem 47
The wolf, coming from the East, and the Dog, coming from the
West, have bitten each other.
The Wolf comes from the place where the Sun rises;
But from where the Sun sinks into the Sea,
The Dog comes, in raging fury:
The one bites the other, and the other bites back, in a torturous
rage,
They were both seen furious, with their muzzles wide open.
They are the stones belonging to each other, which are five away
for nothing.

Emblem 48
When the king had drunk from the waters, he became ill, After he
had been treated by the physicians he regained his health.
The king of the spring, powerful on account of his wealth and
people, liked water,
Which was brought to him by his servants, at his order,
He drank and drank again and soon his veins were saturated with
it,
And he, gayly-coloured, was caught by famous physicians.
After they had purified him by letting him sweat, purge and vomit
Both his cheeks were soon coloured rose-red.
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Emblem 49
The Philosophical Child acknowledges three fathers, just as Orion.
According to the legend Phoebus, Vulcan and Hermes gathered
their sperm in an ox-hide;
And all three equally became the father of the great Orion.
Truly, it is said, the child of Wisdom proceeded likewise from
three fathers:
For Sol is its first father, Vulcan its second, as is said,
And its third father excels in art.

Emblem 50
The Dragon kills the woman, and she kills it, and together they
bathe in the blood.
Have a deep grave dug for the poisonous Dragon,
With which the woman should be tightly intertwined:
While it rejoices in the marriage-bed, she dies,
And have the Dragon buried together with her.
In doing so its body is abandoned to death and is imbued with
blood:
Now this is the true path of your art.
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